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CUSTOM ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS FOR IMPROVED INDOOR AIR 
QUALITY IN TODAY'S WELDING AND FABRICATION FACILITIES 

Have you ever noticed the formation of a layer of welding fume in the air within your welding and  

fabrication facility? Fume and metal particulate from metalworking applications such as welding, plasma 

cutting, arc gouging, and grinding, can form a layer of particulate in your facility that can settle back to the 

floor. Lincoln Electric, a worldwide leader in welding fume control, has a proven ventilation solution that 

dilutes and filters this layer of particulate. Effective welding fume control can significantly contribute to a 

cleaner work environment and higher productivity.

WELDING FUME CONTROL:

There are many methods to providing “adequate” welding fume control to protect the worker. However, 

even with successful implementation of one method of control it may be advisable or even necessary to 

implement a secondary method of control. For example, when fabricating large weldments, or when the 

welder needs to shift positions frequently there is greater potential for fume to escape and rise into the air.

During the welding process, a plume of gas and particulate is created. The intense heat from the welding 

arc heats the plume which causes it to rise quickly into the air. Over time a layer of particulate can  

accumulate in a facility if steps are not taken to control it. Lincoln Electric’s Push/Pull Systems are  

custom designed to filter and dilute this layer.

HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF WHERE OR 
WHEN TO APPLY A PUSH/PULL SYSTEM:

 � Supplement source extraction for difficult applications.

 � Fabricating large weldments or welding on large  

work pieces.

 � The welder needs to shift positions frequently.

 � Shops utilizing robotic welding and hard automation.

 � Welding locations within a facility are variable.

 � Personal protective equipment is used to control  

the welder’s potential exposure.



FOUR ELEMENTS: EXTRACTION, FILTRATION, FAN, RE-CIRCULATION

1. Extraction (Pull) - To move and extract the layer of particulate in a controlled direction, an extraction 

duct is designed according to your specific operation and facility layout. The extraction duct is provided 

with airflow grids. Proper design will allow for the most effective and controlled extraction of the  

metalworking particulate in your facility.

2. Filtration - The extraction duct is connected to a self-cleaning filtration unit. As the particulate moves 

through the extraction duct, it is collected on the filter media which is periodically cleaned by an 

automated, pneumatic cleaning system. When the pressure over the filter reaches a certain point, the 

internal blow back mechanism begins to clean the filter, resulting in the particulate dropping into a  

collection container at the bottom of the filtration unit. The container can be easily emptied and the  

collected particulate should be disposed of according to Federal, State and local regulations.

3. Fan - The continuous extraction (pulling), filtration and re-circulation (pushing) process is generated  

by a fan unit specifically sized for the system and positioned downstream from the filtration unit. To 

significantly reduce the system’s noise level, the fan is mounted in a sound absorbing enclosure and 

powered and controlled by intelligent controls.

4. Re-circulation (Push) - Once the particulates have been filtered, the filtered air can be re-circulated(1). 

By re-circulating the air, energy cost savings, specifically in climate controlled environments, can be 

recognized. The re-circulated air is also used in a controlled manner to dilute and push the layer of particulate 

towards the extraction duct. To effectively control the direction of re-circulated air, a re-circulated air duct 

with volume regulated airflow grids is designed according to your specific operation and facility layout.

(1) It is the responsibility of the owner/operator to comply with local codes and regulations regarding the quality  
of recirculated air. Gases are not removed by the filters.
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GREEN IN IT IAT IVE AWARENESS PROGRAM —  
F ILTERED A IR  CAN SAVE HEAT ING/COOL ING COSTS

Lincoln Electric’s Green Initiative Awareness  

Program promotes the Company’s initiatives to 

reduce environmental impact of its products and  

manufacturing processes. Continued investment  

in technological advancement underlines  

Lincoln Electric’s commitment to creating products 

that help customers reduce welding costs and 

adhere to environmental standards.

Environmental systems from Lincoln Electric include 

industry-leading portable, wall-mounted and 

shop-wide solutions for capturing and extracting 

welding fume and particulate from metalworking 

operations. Most of these systems feature either 

a disposable or self-cleaning filter. Recirculation 

of filtered air instead of exhausting non-filtered 

air to the outside may result in significantly lower 

heating/cooling costs. In addition, the high efficiency 

electric fan/blower motors used in these systems 

minimize their impact on overall power consumption.

Dispose of exhaust system filters and collection  

bin debris according to your company’s waste 

generator status and in compliance with OSHA, 

EPA and local regulations.

SUITABLE SOLUTIONS FOR 
VARIOUS LAYOUTS 

Illustrations of typical Push/Pull Systems:

EVALUATION OF OPERATION 
AND FACILITY LAYOUT 

To design a Push/Pull System for your facility and  

application needs, an in-depth evaluation and  

analysis of your building layout and operation must  

be completed. 

The evaluation includes parameters such as:

• Application/manufacturing processes, 

• Operator procedures, 

• Existing ventilation and air movements,

• Overall volume and general construction  
of workshop and obstructions.

Upon evaluation of your facility, your company  

will be presented with an engineering design  

specification and system quotation. These  

documents will include information about the 

system layout, recommendations based on  

evaluation of your facility and detailed list of 

system components.

U-shaped Push/Pull System with  
one filter unit and one fan

Parallel Push/Pull System with 
two filter units and two fans

www.lincolnelectric.com/green
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CUSTOMER  ASS ISTANCE  POL ICY

The business of The Lincoln Electric Company is manufacturing and selling high quality welding equipment, consumables, and cutting 
equipment. Our challenge is to meet the needs of our customers and to exceed their expectations. On occasion, purchasers may ask 
Lincoln Electric for information or advice about their use of our products. Our employees respond to inquiries to the best of their ability 
based on information provided to them by the customers and the knowledge they may have concerning the application. Our employees, 
however, are not in a position to verify the information provided or to evaluate the engineering requirements for the particular weldment. 
Accordingly, Lincoln Electric does not warrant or guarantee or assume any liability with respect to such information or advice. Moreover, 
the provision of such information or advice does not create, expand, or alter any warranty on our products. Any express or implied 
warranty that might arise from the information or advice, including any implied warranty of merchantability or any warranty of fitness for 
any customers’ particular purpose is specifically disclaimed.     

Lincoln Electric is a responsive manufacturer, but the selection and use of specific products sold by Lincoln Electric is solely within the 
control of, and remains the sole responsibility of the customer. Many variables beyond the control of Lincoln Electric affect the results 
obtained in applying these types of fabrication methods and service requirements. 

Subject to Change – This information is accurate to the best of our knowledge at the time of printing. Please refer to www.lincolnelectric.com 
for any updated information.

The operation of welding fume control equipment is affected by various factors including proper use and positioning of the equipment, 
maintenance of the equipment and the specific welding procedure and application involved. Worker exposure level should be checked 
upon installation and periodically thereafter to be certain it is within applicable OSHA PEL and ACGIH TLV limits.

PUSH/PULL SYSTEM SPECIF ICATIONS:

• Airflow: 6000 cfm

• Input Power: 380 - 480/3/50 - 60 Hz

• Maximum Fan Power Consumption: 10 HP (7.5 kW)

• Dimensions: H x W x D: 112.8 x 47.2 x 96 in (2865 x 1200 x 2438 mm)

• Ducting Height: 157.48 - 236.22 in (4 - 6 m)

• Weight: 1367 lb (620 kg), does not include ducting or in/outlet grids

• Maximum Noise Level: 68 dB(A) according to ISO 3746

• Throw of the air flow is adjustable from 16.4 - 75.5 ft (5 - 23 m)

• Operating Temperatures: Minimum: 68°F (20° C), Maximum: 113°F (45° C)

• Drum Capacity: 26 gallons (100 liters)

• Certification: System Controls-UL 508A, Fan Motor-UR, Frequency Inverter-UL

• Cover Area:  

– Minimum Length: 32.8 ft (10 m) 

– Maximum Length: 164 ft (50 m) 

– Minimum Width: 16.4 ft (5 m) 

– Maximum Width: 90 ft (27 m)
          (note: length and width of system are affected by the total amount of welding consumables used in the area)

Phone: (216) 383-2667

Email: WeldFumeControl@LincolnElectric.com

www.LincolnWeldFumeControl.com 
www.LincolnElectric.com/safety

BENEFITS:
• Cleaner work environment: Reduce 

dust and dirt in operator and surrounding 
work areas.

• Custom engineered to meet facility 
and application requirements.

• Easy installation: Position the filter  
and fan unit on the floor, a platform or  
a mezzanine.

• Low noise level: Will not contribute to 
increased noise levels.

FEATURES:
• RotaPulsePlus™ Automatic Filter 

Cleaning System. 
Each time the system is switched off, 
an automatic cleaning cycle takes  
place. During this cycle the filter 
cartridges are cleaned by compressed  
air jets from the RotaPulsePlus™  
system. The particulate is deposited  
in the drum beneath the filter.

• Optional Outlet Nozzles. 
Nozzles can be easily customized for the 
configuration based on facility layout, 
welding areas and specific application 
needs, for increased coverage areas.


